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As fearfullv as doth a galled rock
O'erhang and juttv his confounded base,
Swiil'd with the wild and wasteful ocean.
Now set the teeth and stretch the nostrils wide;
Hold hard the breath, and bend np every spirit
To his full height."
All this the features of Mademoiselle Eachel were eminent-
ly fitted to convey. She had also, with that intuitive knowl-
edge that sometimes takes the place of study, followed the
excellent advice of Hamlet to the players, and marred with
rant and scream none of the effects produced hy her counte-
nance. Few actors have, like her, made silence often more
eloquent than words. Few have so well understood that ex-
cessive grief is never expressed by violent action; that deep
reflection precludes it altogether; that indignation, contempt,
pride, menace, concentrated rage, are shown in the counte-
nance rather than in the motions. A look contains more terror
than the frantic stride; the often ludicrous gestures that "please
the vulgar, make the critic laugh." The ancients, who acted
under a mask, could have no idea of the advantages derived
from the system adopted by the moderns.
CHAPTER XTI.
1843.
The Drama behind the Mask.
it is not unfrequently the case that reality, more poignant
ihan the most highly-wrought fiction, is concealed beneath the
Iragic mask. The stage is then the arena of gladiators who
peril far more than the combatants in the Roman circus, for
ihe latter periled life only; the modern gladiator stakes the
Divine ray, the God-given torch—his reason. At times the
unconscious judges who have come to while away an hour, to
?ee how far and how well humanity can be mimicked in its
tvildest and most terrific moods, how nicely the unnatural
nay be made to look natural, how closely fiction can be made
xt resemble truth, at times these indifferent spectators, eager

